Spectral determination of responses to species-specific calls in the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus.
This study evaluated how neurons in the dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) in Mexican free-tailed bats respond to both tone bursts and species-specific calls. Up to 20 calls were presented to each neuron, of which 18 were social communication and 2 were echolocation calls. We also measured excitatory response regions (ERRs): the range of tone burst frequencies that evoked discharges at a fixed intensity. Neurons were unselective for one or another call in that each neuron responded to any call so long as the call had energy that encroached on its ERR. Additionally, responses were evoked by the same set of calls, and with similar spike counts, when they were presented normally or reversed. By convolving activity in the ERRs with the spectrogram of each call, we showed that responses to tones accurately predicted discharge patterns evoked by species-specific calls. DNLL cells are remarkably homogeneous in that neurons having similar BFs responded to each of the species-specific calls with similar response profiles. The homogeneity was further illustrated by the ability to accurately predict the response profiles of a particular DNLL cell to species-specific calls from the ERR of another similarly tuned DNLL cell. Thus DNLL neurons tuned to the same or similar frequencies responded to species-specific calls with latencies and temporal discharge patterns that were so similar as to be virtually interchangeable. What this suggests is that DNLL responses evoked by complex sounds can be largely explained by a simple summation of the excitation in each neuron's ERR. Finally, superimposing the spectrograms of each call on the responses evoked by that call revealed that the DNLL population response re-creates both the spectral and the temporal features of each signal.